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Leading an army of Ninja Cats or Samurai Dogs has never felt so compelling!
Construct buildings, gather resources and command your forces to victory across 65
exciting battles. Unlock new units, buildings and abilities through the deep skill tree
and put your skills to the test to defeat your mortal enemies once and for all! Choose
your side in a fast paced and frenetic battle for canine or feline supremacy! TIGA
award nominated Ninja Cats vs Samurai Dogs combines the addictiveness of a tower
defence game with the depth and tactical variety of a Real Time Strategy title.
Choose your side in a fast paced and frenetic battle for canine or feline supremacy!
Leading an army of Ninja Cats or Samurai Dogs has never felt so compelling!
Construct buildings, gather resources and command your forces to victory across 65
exciting battles. Unlock new units, buildings and abilities through the deep skill tree
and put your skills to the test to defeat your mortal enemies once and for all!Key
Features 65 levels on an interactive map. 35 skills to earn and 5 artefact skills to
find. Easy to learn hard to master. Combine Magic, Might and Martial abilities to
create your own play style. Multiple unit types alongside towers, traps, magic and
interactive martial abilities. About the Game: Build the best army of Medieval Knights
as you lead your troops into battle! With five hundred troops to command, over thirty
units to use and an arsenal of magic and martial abilities, you’ll have to build up your
forces quickly to combat your foes!Face the powerful King of Palaces in epic, turn
based matches. Up to four players can engage in single, multiplayer or two player
online matches. Do you have what it takes to emerge victorious?Engage the Brave of
the Land in epic turn-based battles set in the medieval age of warfare. Your knights
will face the powerful King of Palaces, while defending your own King’s castle.
InstallInstructions: 1. Extract everything from the.zip file to the main drive of your PC.
2. Rename the.exe to walkietalkie-b.exe. 3. Run the file, or double click it if installed.
4. You can now add walls and floors to create your own world. Installation Guide: 1.
Once installed you will find your new street walker world in My Street Talkie Worlds.
You can add a name to your walkie-talkie if you wish or leave it

Fly The Cloud Features Key:
16-bit WAV music.
Fixed the volume of the songs in the trailer.
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Those songs are also featured on the "Music Pack".
Added BGM, beat and electric sounds.
Added reverb and far to near effects.
Added singing effects.
The male and female vocals have been recorded with a studio microphone.

RPG Maker MV - M-DRIVE 16-bit Music Pack Size:
40 MB.  

A-Rage is a group from Japan formed of veteran game
music makers - producers, composers, arrangers. If you
want some incredibly high-quality, reliable game music, A-
Rage is your only choice.

A-Rage also writes music for movies, commercials,
dramatic animations, and probably much more. They put
their all into this project, and we're very happy and proud
to have them on board.

This pack includes the music files from all the songs from
the trailer:
TRAILER
1 - M-DRIVE (BGM)
2 - M-DRIVE (beat)
3 - M-DRIVE (electric)
4 - M-DRIVE (Electric Singer)
5 - M-DRIVE (Male Vocal)
6 - M-DRIVE (Reverb)
7 - M-DRIVE (unspecified)
TRACKLIST
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8 - M-DRIVE (track 1)
9 - M-DRIVE (track 2)
10 - M-DRIVE (track 3)
11 - M-DRIVE (track 4)
12 - M-DRIVE (track 5)
13 - M-DRIVE (track 6)
14 - M-DRIVE (track 7)
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